Philip Lawvere, April 12th, 2019
Current Case Summary:

In 2011, I first informed the original producer, Karl Walterbach, who had paid for the covers, that I wished to discuss a possible agreement on future sales, offering to forgo any royalties from the previous decades. I was very friendly and unassuming, making no threats, but simply requested an industry standard commission. 

I was basically told to f*** off at that point, and to go ahead and try to pursue the case in court. He informed me that all his business records were “lost in an office fire” and bragged to me that his motto in life was “control everything, own nothing”, and that any attempts to pursue him would be an exercise in futility. He insisted I stop bothering him and the band with my “absurd and ridiculous” claims. 

We had been quite friendly back in the day, and I was surprised by his response. It had not occurred to me that the liability he faced might be substantial and that he would react with such protective hostility. 

My further attempts at extremely reasonable appeal to the lead singer/manager of the band Mille Petrozza, were met with absolute silence (I have email records of all these interactions with both him and Karl).  Despite subsequent years now of publicly calling him out on line, and in industry interviews, Petrozza never contacted me once, and is in my view a coward.

For my part though, without over playing the victim, I’ve have actually experienced considerable mental anguish and depression over recent years as a result, since our dispute is known to the public (I’ve been interviewed by a number of industry magazines, having fans of my own as a result of all this), and the whole thing has been frustrating, insulting and demoralizing for me.

Having had to face the reality of the legal costs, fees and possible liabilities I might expose myself to by bringing the case to a judge, I was deterred for years in seeking what I still believe to be rightfully mine, and simply tried to bring attention to the fans about what was going on. They have expressed full support, giving me some consolation during these years, with many saying that had it not been for my artwork, they would never have even cared or known about the band. There are even a surprising number of fans who have had tattoos of my artwork done, some as full back motifs.

In the Metal Music business, printed merch sales are the backbone of the industry. Although awareness of this band is limited to the Heavy Metal public, that global audience is huge, with enormous sales in countries like Indonesia, Brazil, Australia (why I though Ian McDonald might be the right guy), and Asia. They also have a large following in the US of course. 

They are considered to be one of the three most influential bands of the genre, together with Slayer, and Metallica, with my covers often being lauded as some of the most recognized in the industry.

Finally therefore in 2017, on the advice of a German lawyer, I successfully pursued an infringement complaint in Germany itself, against a merchandise retailer there, with the judge ruling in my favor. This was a necessary precedent I was told, since it proved in the original jurisdiction that I hold the copyright to the works in question. 

That lawyer, although helpful in that respect, was not able to pursue a worldwide case however, and frankly tried to convince me to settle for a very low figure, while the case was still only at that early stage.

I refused that advice, and further refused his subsequent offer to successively pursue other retailers and thusly raise funding for a larger case against them, since I do not hold those sellers as responsible, but only wish to hold the band and label to account.

They’ve gotten away with stealing one of the few things I have managed to produce in life that proved to be of any tangible financial value.
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